UNDP:SA WELCOMES NEW RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE

BLU PRESENTS @ IAIA19 BRISBANE

uMDMs SDFs AIMS TO IMPROVE LAND USE REGULATION

The UNDP SA recently welcomed back Dr Ayodele Odusola
as the new Resident Representative. Having South Africa
seen as a catalyst for development in Africa and the rest of
the world, is one of Dr Odusola’s goals.
READ MORE

‘Using Protocols to strengthen biodiversity specialist assessments in EIAs’ and ‘Securing SA’s Strategic Water Source Areas’,
were some of the BLU work presented at the IAIA19 in Brisbane,
Australia from 29 April-2 May.
READ MORE

SANBI through its BLU project, has supported the review of
the uMngeni and uMshwathi SDFs; and provided financial
support to the recently developed uMkhambathini SDF, which
adheres to SPLUMA protocols.
READ MORE

CAPACITY BUILDING IN EDM CREATES SHARED VALUE

PEPPER-BARK SAPLINGS AT OZWATHINI

The rehabilitation project on the Berlin Forest Plantation has
generated a number of socio-economic benefits for the
community in the area whilst looking after nature.
READ MORE

Municipal officials responsible for IDP and Environmental Management in EDM crafts a shared understanding and value of biodiversity and how it can support with delivering services to the
residents in the municipalities.
READ MORE

The highly endangered indigenous pepper-bark tree (‘isibhaha’
in isiZulu) is provided free to communities due to its varied medicinal uses; in order to ensure its preservation.
READ MORE

INTERGOVERNMENTAL BLITZ OPERATIONS
With support from SANBI, DEA&DP appointed a young and
vibrant team, passionate about the environment; to undertake much needed Blitz Operations in the Cape Winelands
District Municipality.
READ MORE

ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORISATION FOR FARM ACTIVITIES
CapeNature’s recently developed brochure that highlights the
most common farm activities that need environmental authorisation in the Western Cape, is an invaluable resource and already had a number of print runs. READ MORE

THE ROLE OF MENTORSHIP
Mentorship is more than just the process of sharing experiences, guiding and transferring expertise and knowhow in a
particular field, its also about the relational value being created in the process, states Gilbert Plant.
READ MORE

REHAB PROJECT RESULTS IN SOCIO ECONOMIC BENEFITS

NOTE: Please send an email to m.martin@sanbi.org.za if you would like to be added to or removed from the Biodiversity and Land Use Project mailing list.

